General Contractor Tender Announcement of Shanghai Lingang’s Xianggang Distributed Photovoltaic Power Generation Project  
(Tender No.: SZ 2018-343)  
Announcement release date: April 16, 2018 Project location: Shanghai City

I. Tender Conditions
General contractor of the Shanghai Lingang’s Xianggang distributed photovoltaic power generation project is already approved by the project examining and approving/approving/filing-up authority; the project is funded by self-raised fund of RMB 3,200,000 Yuan; the tenderee is Shanghai Lingang Hongbo New Energy Development Co., Ltd. The project satisfies the tender conditions, and the tenderee hereby organizes open tender.

II. Project Overview
Scale: RMB 3,200,000 Yuan  
Scope: The tender project is divided into one (1) bid section, namely (001) General contractor project of Shanghai Lingang’s Xianggang distributed photovoltaic power generation project.

III. Requirements of Bidder’s Qualifications
1. Independent legal person with the legal person corporate business license issued by the industrial and commercial administration as well as the relevant business scope.
2. Level III and above general contractor qualification of power construction projects.
3. Safe production permit (in case of non-Shanghai enterprise, the safe production permit shall be filed up in Shanghai authority).
4. The project manager is Level II or above certified architect of electromechanical engineering, and owns valid safe production examination qualification certificate.  
Joint bidding is not accepted in this tender.

IV. Obtaining of Tender Document
1. The bidder designates an authorized representative to bring the said qualification certificate to 5F of Shanghai Baitong Project Management Consulting Co., Ltd. for application and receiving the tender documents between 8:30 - 11:30; 13:30 - 16:00 in the period of April 17 – May 1, 2018 (except for weekends and holidays). The tender document expense is RMB 1,000 Yuan/volume; upon sales, it is not returnable (account No. of tender document expense, bond and service expense bank of account: Lancun Branch of Shanghai Bank; account name: Shanghai Baitong Project Management Consulting Co., Ltd.; account No.: 3169 7100 0067 41975; remark: tender document expense/bid bond).
2. The following documents must be submitted when applying for bidding:
   1) Duplicate copy of legal person corporate business license within the validity.
   2) Duplicate copies of enterprise qualification certificates, safe production permit (in case of non-Shanghai enterprise, the duplicate copy of filing documents of safe production permit shall be submitted).
   3) When applying for bidding, the legal representative brings the original copy of legal representative certificate and original and duplicate copy of personal identification card; in the application, the authorized proxy brings the original copy of power of attorney of legal representative and original and duplicate copy of authorized proxy’s personal identification card.
4) Duplicate copy of certified architect certificate of project manager to be designated.
5) Duplicate copy of effective safe production examination qualification certificate of project manager to be designated.

Remarks:
① The duplicate copies of the required documents shall be submitted; the duplicate copies must be stamped with the official seals. In case of any omission, the tender agent will reject the application.
② In the application, the submitted documents shall be consistent with the qualification certificates specified in the bid document; otherwise, the bid document prevails.
③ The bidder submits all the documents in the Chinese version; in case of any losses arising from language error, the bidder shall bear the losses arising therefrom.
④ All the submitted documents must be true to the facts; in case of any concealing or deceiving, the bid qualification will be cancelled at any time.

V. Submittal of Bid Document:
Submittal deadline: At 10: 30 on May 7, 2018
Submittal method: On-site submittal in 5F meeting room, 1229 #, Puming Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai (please refer to the meeting schedule in detail)

VI. Bid Opening Time and Venue
Bid opening time: At 10: 30 on May 7, 2018
Bid opening venue: 5F meeting room, 1229 #, Puming Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai (please refer to the meeting schedule in detail)

VII. Miscellaneous
The tender announcement is made in China’s public service platform on tender and bid: http://www.cebpubservice.com/.

1. Project overview:
The project takes advantage of the building roof of Shanghai Lingang’s Xianggang workshop; the project is possessed of a total installed capacity of 1.1MWp (in accordance with the construction drawings), including above polycrystal 275Wp or above single-crystal 290Wp photovoltaic components; the synchronized inverter is in the string formation. It realizes distributed power generation and concentrated synchronization; the power generation units are integrated into the inverter; it is planned to connect with 380V or 10KV. The cables are collocated by cable pit and pipe jacking.
Project location: No. 299, Cuibo Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai
The tender contents include (but not limited to) the following contents: handling of formalities; total construction contents on the site; construction contracting management; synchronization coordination; supporting service.
The specific project contents, procurement scope and specific requirements shall be in accordance with the tender document.

VIII. Supervision Department
The supervision department of the tender project is _____/_____.

IX. Contact Information
Bid inviter: Shanghai Lin’gang Hongbo New Energy Development Co., Ltd.
Address: 4F, No. 1150, New Pudong Area, Shanghai
Contact person: Wang Ruiqi

Tel: 18916168662

E-mail: 1213062762@qq.com

Bidding agency: Shanghai Baitong Project Management and Consulting Co., Ltd.

Address: 5F, Lane 1229, Puming Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

Contact Person: Cheng Yanzhen

Tel: 18918320225

Fax: 021-50908715

E-mail: 1103452492@qq.com

Main person in charge of the bid inviter or the bidding agency (project director):

_________________ (Signature)

Bid inviter or bidding agency: ________________ (Signature)